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When fifteen-year-old Selina Kyle, aka the future Catwoman, becomes homeless, she must confront questions of who she is and who
she will become. She rejects human cruelty, but sometimes it seems as though brute force is the only way to "win." And if Selina is to
survive on the streets, she must be tough. Can she find her humanity and reconcile toughness with her desire for community ... and
love? From Lauren Myracle, the New York Times best-selling author of books like ttfn and ttyl, comes a new graphic novel that tells
the story of a teenage Catwoman, as she struggles to find her own identity while living on the streets of Gotham.
Conan the Barbarian arrives on the shores of an unknown land, exhausted and wounded, and soon meets the city's most fearsome arena
fighter--Wonder Woman. Ill-fated circumstances force them both into slavery. As they attempt to free themselves from the grips of
the rich and powerful slave owner Dellos, a dark magic descends upon their land, a presence that wants to destroy them both. The two
greatest fighters of their respective eras, Conan and Princess Diana, unite to battle an enemy who wants to destroy them both.
WONDER WOMAN/CONAN is a collision of legends that brings to life a new world, weaving a story of myth and magic, fantasy and
adventure. With spectacular art by Aaron Lopresti, this is a crossover years in the making! Collects issues #1-6.
The Marvel Tsum Tsums need YOU to put the color back in their world! You've bought the adorable little critters, you've hugged
them, you've stacked them high! You've collected their variant covers and lapped up their very own comic book! But now it's time for
the most Tsum Tsum fun of all - coloring them in! Your favorite pint-sized plushie super heroes and villains - from Spider-Man and
Ms. Marvel to Green Goblin and Ultron - are here in black-and-white art just waiting for your pens, pencils and crayons. And even
better, they're hanging out with their full-size costumed counterparts, also in need of good hues! So, whether you prefer your Avengers
and Guardians of the Galaxy big and bold or cute and cuddly, we've got you covered! Unleash a rainbow of color on some Tsum
Tsum!
The Cambridge History of the Graphic Novel provides the complete history of the graphic novel from its origins in the nineteenth
century to its rise and startling success in the twentieth and twenty-first century. It includes original discussion on the current state of
the graphic novel and analyzes how American, European, Middle Eastern, and Japanese renditions have shaped the field. Thirty-five
leading scholars and historians unpack both forgotten trajectories as well as the famous key episodes, and explain how comics
transitioned from being marketed as children's entertainment. Essays address the masters of the form, including Art Spiegelman, Alan
Moore, and Marjane Satrapi, and reflect on their publishing history as well as their social and political effects. This ambitious history
offers an extensive, detailed and expansive scholarly account of the graphic novel, and will be a key resource for scholars and students.
Daredevil
The 1960s
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Deadpool Kills Cable
Deadpool & Co. Omnibus
Deadpool V Gambit
Poison-X
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Fantastic four #150 and annual Incredible Haulk Ŀ Avengers #59-60 and Amazing
Spider-man annual #21 and X-men #30"--P. 2 of cover.
There are no answers in Grief, but there is hope, and hope can be a powerful thing. Alien invasions. Mental illness. Superpowers. Drug
addiction. This Ringo Awards-nominated collection of short stories explores the five stages of the grieving process through comic book
stories. It sparks a conversation about the things we all go through and how we get through them. There are no answers in Grief, but there is
hope, and hope can be a powerful thing.
Art of the Cut provides an unprecedented look at the art and technique of contemporary film and television editing. It is a fascinating "virtual
roundtable discussion" with more than 50 of the top editors from around the globe. Included in the discussion are the winners of more than a
dozen Oscars for Best Editing and the nominees of more than forty, plus numerous Emmy winners and nominees. Together they have over a
thousand years of editing experience and have edited more than a thousand movies and TV shows. Hullfish carefully curated over a hundred
hours of interviews, organizing them into topics critical to editors everywhere, generating an extended conversation among colleagues. The
discussions provide a broad spectrum of opinions that illustrate both similarities and differences in techniques and artistic approaches. Topics
include rhythm, pacing, structure, storytelling and collaboration. Interviewees include Margaret Sixel (Mad Max: Fury Road), Tom Cross
(Whiplash, La La Land), Pietro Scalia (The Martian, JFK), Stephen Mirrione (The Revenant), Ann Coates (Lawrence of Arabia, Murder on the
Orient Express), Joe Walker (12 Years a Slave, Sicario), Kelley Dixon (Breaking Bad, The Walking Dead), and many more. Art of the Cut also
includes in-line definitions of editing terminology, with a full glossary and five supplemental web chapters hosted online at
www.routledge.com/cw/Hullfish. This book is a treasure trove of valuable tradecraft for aspiring editors and a prized resource for high-level
working professionals. The book’s accessible language and great behind-the-scenes insight makes it a fascinating glimpse into the art of
filmmaking for all fans of cinema.
In the merry Marvel tradition comes a holiday special featuring three brand-new stories, including a riff on "A Christmas Carol" starring SpiderMan! Plus: Treat yourself to a hardy helping of yuletide yarns from holidays past... "Have Yourself a Sandman Little Christmas," Marvel TeamUp #1 (1971) - Spider-Man and the Fantastic Four's Human Torch tackle the Sandman on Christmas Eve! "Demon," Uncanny X-Men #143
(1980) - Home alone on Christmas Eve, Kitty Pryde - the X-Men's newest and youngest member - finds her training tested by an inhuman
pursuer! "Down and Out in Forest Hills," Amazing Spider-Man #314 (1988) - Peter and Mary Jane are evicted from their apartment - just in
time for Christmas! "Rhino Plastered," Incredible Hulk #378 (1990) - What happens when a lonely super-villain scores a job as a departmentstore Santa? Two words: "Hulk smash!"
Art of the Cut
Spider-Man/Deadpool Vol. 9
Marvel Firsts
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The Psychology of Superheroes
The Marvel Holiday Special
SpiderMan/Deadpool Vol. 3

Collects Despicable Deadpool #287-291. DEADPOOL KILLS CABLE! You heard that right. No
more being a hero-Deadpool is a wanted man, and he's back to doing what he does best:
killing people. What better way to show you're serious about going bad than killing your
best friend? Get ready for a brutal fight.
Collects Wolverine (1988) #47-57. Wolverine returns to Weapon X! Determined to uncover
the secrets of his past, Logan heads back to Canada with Jubilee — and tracks down the
facility where his life was turned upside down! As suppressed memories begin bubbling to
the surface, perhaps Professor X and Jean Grey can unlock the mysteries inside
Wolverine’s head. Or does S.H.I.E.L.D. have the answers he seeks? Logan had better not
get too close to the truth, or he’ll trigger the Weapon X fail-safe! Then, a close
encounter with Mystique will take Wolverine to the end of time! It’s claws versus blades
when Shatterstar attacks! And Wolvie and Gambit must bail out Jubilee in Japan. Facing
down the Hand, can Wolverine prevent another death in the family — or will tragedy
strike? The Larry Hama/Marc Silvestri run reaches its dramatic conclusion!
Faced with the difficulties of growing up and choosing a religion, eleven- going on
twelve-year-old Margaret talks over her problems with her own private God.
Part of the exclusive new CAEZIK Notable line of books. In the 1960's, before anyone had
even conceived of the concept of virtual reality, before computers were even in mainstream thought, Daniel F. Galouye imagined the unimaginable. In doing so, he wrote one of
the most influential science fiction books of the day, and one that continues to not only
influence modern writers but continues to resonate with science fiction readers
everywhere. He conceived of a world that exists only virtually...one of the first stories
about virtual reality. This is Matrix, decades before Matrix was conceived. Douglas Hall
is part of a team that builds an artificial environment to simulate reality. This enables
them to get public opinion polls without waiting for the opinions of people around them.
But then something goes terribly wrong and his partners on the program start
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disappearing. But is it a simulated disappearance, or is someone out to get them all? And
what is the true nature of reality? Stories based on Simulacron-3 have been adapted for
both television and movies, and the book is considered a favorite of many of the masters
of science fiction.
Deadpool: Assassin
Marvel Studios: The First Ten Years
Spider-Gwen
Yellow
You Are Deadpool
Fantasy Freaks and Gaming Geeks
With the debut of 1961's FANTASTIC FOUR #1, Marvel Comics reinvented the super-hero genre - and the hits just kept on
coming! Compiled in one titanic tome: the famous first issues of dozens of your favorite super heroes and super-hero teams including the Hulk, Dr. Strange, Nick Fury, Iron Man, Thor, Spider-Man, Daredevil, the X-Men, the Avengers and the
Defenders! And witness the unlikely solo breakouts of the Human Torch, Red Wolf, Dr. Doom, the Silver Surfer, the Black
Widow and more! Collecting RAWHIDE KID (1955) material from AMAZING ADVENTURES (1961) FANTASTIC FOUR
(1961) material from TALES TO ASTONISH (1959) #27, #51 and F INCREDIBLE HULK (1962) material from AMAZING
FANTASY material from JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY S material from STRANGE TALES (1951) #101, #110 and ‡ TWOGUN KID
Join Todd Tuckey as he highlights a number of the most important pinball machines in history. This unique one of a kind
series examines the history, never heard before stories and the magic of how you can prolong the life of your very own pinball
machine. The series goes back in time, to show you the importance on how pinball was first frowned upon as a gambling tool
and was almost destroyed during the prohibition, only to bounce back and gain worldwide fame with some of the top billing
movie and rock and roll stars of all time. Enjoy the unique stories by Pinball Legend Todd Tuckey that includes suggested
resources for both buyers and sellers and includes some of the Ultimate Pinball collectors in History. Todd will take you back
to where it all began when he was selling pinballs and arcade games from his driveway right up to his now massive 10,000
square foot warehouse. Entertaining, addictive, and as mesmerizing as the stainless steel ball it chronicles, this book is a musthave for anyone who has ever tilted a machine.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and trees -- Happy Little Accidents
culls his most wise and witty words into one delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes
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place on his canvas in twenty-six television minutes-all while dispensing little branches of wisdom. His style and encouraging
words are a form of therapy for the weary, but with Bob it is always about more than painting. There is a hidden depth
within his easy chatter, another layer to everything he says. When he talks about painting, he's using it as a metaphor for life!
Happy Little Accidents: The Wit and Wisdom of Bob Ross opens with an introduction and brief biography of Ross, followed
by a collection of Ross's greatest quotes and most majestic works of art. Relax. Unwind. Be inspired.
CIVIL WAR II TIE-IN! Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best team in the Marvel Universe. So naturally
when there is a cosmic-level threat, they'll be there. Oh-also, they get along REALLY WELL. This story is going to be all
about happy people getting along, right? COLLECTING: DEADPOOL #14-#19.
Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes
Wolverine
Wonder Woman/Conan
Gwenpool Strikes Back
Grief
2004
An amazing journey through the thriving worlds of fantasy and gaming What could one man find if he
embarked on a journey through fantasy world after fantasy world? In an enthralling blend of travelogue,
pop culture analysis, and memoir, forty-year-old former D&D addict Ethan Gilsdorf crisscrosses America,
the world, and other worlds—from Boston to New Zealand, and Planet Earth to the realm of Aggramar.
“For anyone who has ever spent time within imaginary realms, the book will speak volumes. For those
who have not, it will educate and enlighten.” —Wired.com “Gandalf's got nothing on Ethan Gilsdorf,
except for maybe the monster white beard. In his new book, Fantasy Freaks and Gaming Geeks, Gilsdorf
. . . offers an epic quest for reality within a realm of magic.” —Boston Globe “Imagine this: Lord of the
Rings meets Jack Kerouac's On the Road.” —National Public Radio's “Around and About” “What does it
mean to be a geek? . . . Fantasy Freaks and Gaming Geeks tackles that question with strength and
dexterity. . . . part personal odyssey, part medieval mid-life crisis, and part wide-ranging survey of all
things freaky and geeky . . . playful . . . funny and poignant. . . . It's a fun ride and it poses a question
that goes to the very heart of fantasy, namely: What does the urge to become someone else tell us about
ourselves?” —Huffington Post
Deadpool brings his inimitable style, foul-mouthed humor, and notorious skill with a blade to the kitchen
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in this hilarious take on a traditional cookbook, featuring classic recipes with a Deadpool spin and a
whole lotta chimichangas. No super hero takes food quite as seriously as Deadpool. In this gorgeously
designed cookbook that paid reviewers have described as “glorious” and “the best cookbook I’ve ever
read,” Deadpool offers his take on a curated collection of epicurean classics. Narrated by the
wisecracking super hero (and sexy master chef) himself, this book also incudes recipes inspired by some
of his closest friends/enemies (Here’s lookin’ at you, Spidey) and his favorite meals, including
chimichangas, tacos, pancakes, and hamburgers with no pickles. This comprehensive culinary guide is
complete with recipe modification suggestions, illustrations, and mouthwatering full-color photography.
This is the ultimate gift for seasoned cooks and Marvel fans alike!
Gwen Stacy has lost her spider-powers! Which makes this a very bad time to fi nd herself in Frank
Castle's crosshairs! So when the Mary Janes head to a haunted house, will Gwen be along for the fun, or
will she be one of the ghosts? Thanksgiving should be a happy time with friends and family - unless
crime lord Matt Murdock and his ninjas crash the party! Is it time for Gwen to put a stop to the Kingpin
of Crime - or does Matt have a thing or two to teach her? Plus, the Mary Janes get loud and Gwen spends
some time with her ever-expanding social circle - including Captain America! She-Hulk?! Her BPFF (best
pig friend forever) Spider-Ham! And her new body-swapping bud, the All-New Wolverine! COLLECTING:
SPIDER-GWEN (2015B) 7-15, SPIDER-GWEN ANNUAL 1, ALL-NEW WOLVERINE ANNUAL 1
Add a little bit of Spidey and a touch of Deadpool, take away the Y chromosomes, blend it all together,
and what do you get? Peter Parker and Wade Wilson's worst nightmare: the murderous, mixed-up miss
named Itsy Bitsy! The daughter of our two heroes is stronger than them, faster than them and has
seriously creepy daddy issues - but what crazed mind could have conceived of her in the first place? As
the body count rises, Spider-Man and Deadpool must work together to take down Itsy Bitsy - and the
person who's been pulling their strings from the start! But how is a trip to Weirdworld going to help
wash that spider out? It's the most disturbing Spidey/Deadpool story yet, from the wild imaginations of
Joe Kelly and Ed McGuinness! Collecting SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #9-10, #13-14 and #17-18.
Venom & X-Men
World's Greatest Vol. 5 - Civil War II
Marvel Comics: Cooking with Deadpool
How to Draw Comics
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Are You There God? It's Me Margaret.
Color Your Own Marvel Tsum Tsum
Collects Deadpool V Gambit #1-5. Gambit: one of the smoothest, best-looking operators in the world of
the X-Men. Deadpool: one of the most annoying, ugliest dirtbags in the world of everything. But do you
know what they have in common? A secret history of working together to pull con-jobs! Thats right  the
grift is on as the Regeneratin Degenerate and the Ragin Cajun begrudgingly take on one last scam
together. Swindling an object of mythical power out from under a Chinese businessman sounds easy,
right? Spoiler: It doesnt go according to plan. Can Wade and Remy talk their way out of this one? Or
maybe fight their way out? Would you believe cook? Plus: Who or what is the Scrambler? The pen may be
mightier than the sword  now find out whether the playing card is mightier than the katana!
Victoria, the Eternal Empress, has sat on the throne of the British Empire for over 150 years. Her policies
have brought peace to the world by suppressing the development of ?dangerous technologies?, and where
that has failed, her Imperial Troops, with their lightning rifles, have swiftly brought order. But there are
still those who chafe at the yoke of peace.When an evening's entertainment in the British Protectorate of
Bohemia unexpectedly leads to the destruction of the State Opera House of Prague, the eccentricity
brilliant Professor Harmonious Crackle and his beautiful colleague Miss Titania Bang must team up with
the Duke of Prague's nephew and hunt down the evil genius responsible before he unleashes another
devastating rogue technological weapon to terrorize the city and threaten the stability of the British
Empire, and the Eternal Empress herself!In a race against an unknown menace, this intrepid trio must
search high and low and discover The Perils of Prague!
Embargoed until 22nd March 2018 Explore the epic art of Pacific Rim Uprising, the highly anticipated
follow-up to the 2013 monster hit. The Art and Making of Pacific Rim Uprising explores the epic art of
the anticipated 2013 follow up, monster hit. It takes readers behind the scenes, into the heart of the epic
battle between Kaiju and Jaegers. Showcasing the brilliant concept art behind the film, this book will be
the ultimate exploration of one of the most anticipated films of 2018. Pacific Rim Uprising stars John
Boyega (Star Wars: The Force Awakens), Scott Eastwood (The Fate of the Furious).
*A finalist for the Edgar Award for Best First Novel* *A finalist for the Shamus Award for Best First P.I.
Novel* From the cocreator of Deadpool comes a highly entertaining debut featuring two unlikely and
unforgettable amateur sleuths. An engrossing murder mystery full of skewering social commentary,
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Suburban Dicks examines the racial tensions exposed in a New Jersey suburb after the murder of a gas
station attendant. Andie Stern thought she'd solved her final homicide. Once a budding FBI profiler, she
gave up her career to raise her four (soon to be five) children in West Windsor, New Jersey. But one day,
between soccer games, recitals, and trips to the local pool, a very pregnant Andie pulls into a gas
station--and stumbles across a murder scene. An attendant has been killed, and the local cops are in over
their heads. Suddenly, Andie is obsessed with the case, and back on the trail of a killer, this time with
kids in tow. She soon crosses paths with disgraced local journalist Kenneth Lee, who also has everything
to prove in solving the case. A string of unusual occurrences--and, eventually, body parts--surface around
town, and Andie and Kenneth uncover simmering racial tensions and a decades-old conspiracy. Hilarious,
insightful, and a killer whodunit, Suburban Dicks is the one-of-a-kind mystery that readers will not be
able to stop talking about.
Under the Moon: A Catwoman Tale
The Art and Making of Pacific Rim Uprising
Eventpool
Itsy Bitsy
An Unauthorized Exploration
Suburban Dicks
Peter delves further into the mysterious totemistic origin of his powers when the enigmatic Ezekiel returns Is he truly Peter's mentor
and ally, or something much more? Plus: In the aftermath of an interdimensional rift caused by Spider-Man and Doctor Strange's
battle with Dormammu, a sorceress of limitless power is set free from years of captivity...and sets forth on a quest through Manhattan
to properly thank the one responsible for it: the wall-crawler himself Guest-starring Thor's ne'er-do-well stepbrother, Loki
Collects X-Men Blue #21-22 and Annual #1, and Venom (2016) #162-163. Spinning out of the events of VENOMVERSE, the
Children of the Atom and the Lethal Protector team up to take down an extradimensional threat! This is it, folks, the team-up
you ve been asking for: X-Men Blue and Venom must band together in the cold reaches of space to protect our universe from a
threat more diabolical than you can ever imagine! But will Eddie Brock and his faithful symbiote, Marvel Girl, Cyclops, Iceman,
Beast and Angel be enough to save the universe from the Poisons? It s a crossover like no other
one that will change the lives of
Venom and the X-Men!
Deadpool: Bad Blood
This latest installment in the Psychology of Popular Culture series turns its focus to superheroes. Superheroes have survived and
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fascinated for more than 70 years in no small part due to their psychological depth. In The Psychology of Superheroes, almost two
dozen psychologists get into the heads of today's most popular and intriguing superheroes. Why do superheroes choose to be
superheroes? Where does Spider-Man's altruism come from, and what does it mean? Why is there so much prejudice against the XMen, and how could they have responded to it, other than the way they did? Why are super-villains so aggressive? The Psychology of
Superheroes answers these questions, exploring the inner workings our heroes usually only share with their therapists.
Conversations with Film and TV Editors
The Cambridge History of the Graphic Novel
Deadpool
Marvel Weddings
An Epic Quest for Reality Among Role Players, Online Gamers, and Other Dwellers of Imaginary Realms
The V Is For Vs.
The "INFINITE HOUSE OF CIVIL yet SECRET CRISIS WAR INVASIONS" begins here! The BIGGEST arc of SPIDERMAN/DEADPOOL will shake the foundations of the Marvel Universe! Nothing will ever be the same after this! NOTHING!
Spider-Man and Deadpool just BARELY make it back from the Negative Zone in the middle of an Event that the Marvel U's
heroes have already lost. COLLECTING: SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL 46-50
The spectacular exhibition catalogue, Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes celebrates 80 years of Marvel history with original
comics pages, amazing sculptures, artefacts, original commissions, panoramic hallways and interactive displays.Marvel
Comics and Marvel Studio Films are not only the enduring voices of the Super Heroes themselves, but also the diverse
visions of Marvel's writers, artists, actors and filmmakers.The catalogue features legendary comic creators, up-and-coming
talent, editors, executives, artists, art collectors, actors and show-runners, along with articles about the history and power of
YOU, the Marvel fans, with stories that stretch the mind regarding how we think about heroes, be it through personal history,
fandom or fashion.Featuring interviews with and articles by some of the legends and stars in the field, such as:Iconic comic
book writer and editor, Stan Lee (1922-2018).Comic book writers Kelly Sue DeConnick, Joe Quesada, G. Willow Wilson, and
Chris Claremont (best known for creating Wolverine).Actor, Clark Gregg who plays the character of Phillip J. Coulson in
classic Marvel films such as Iron Man 1 and 2, Thor, and The Avengers.Film, TV and comic writer, Joseph 'Jeph' Loeb bestknown for his writing of TV series such as Smallville, and Heroes, as well as his book works on many major Marvel
characters.Actor, James Marsters who played the role of the English vampire Spike in the cult TV series, Buffy the Vampire
Slayer.Creator of Marvel's Luke Cage, Cheo Hodari Coker.
The cats are back in their continuing mission: to boldly go where no one has gone before. This companion to the bestselling
Star Trek Cats brings the many adventures of Star Trek: The Next Generation to life in a faithfully feline homage to the hit
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series. From encounters with the Borg to adventures on the holodeck, Captain Picard and the rest of the U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-D crew are reimagined as cats with lovingly detailed and eyebrow-raising scenes from throughout the awardwinning series, perfect for Star Trek fans across the Galaxy. TM & © 2018 CBS Studios Inc. STAR TREK and related marks
and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Collects Gwenpool Strikes Back #1-5. Everyone’s favorite comics fan turned comics character is back! Fresh from her stint as
a West Coast Avenger, Gwen Poole is desperate not to disappear into comic book limbo, so she’s determined to make an
impact on the Marvel Universe! First up: unmask Spider-Man! Then, home-wreck the Fantastic Four! And while she’s at it,
why not defeat the Immortal Hulk and lift Thor’s hammer, Mjolnir! But as Gwen’s mad rampage continues, will we — and she
— finally learn the truth about her origins? Is this Gwenpool’s greatest retcon yet? Either way, Gwen knows she needs to go
big — or go home! Buckle up, strap in and get ready! This is officially the greatest sequel with “Strikes Back” in the title
that’s ever been made!
The Wit & Wisdom of Bob Ross
Star Trek: The Next Generation Cats
Despicable Deadpool
Bad Blood
Amazing Spider-Man
Stan Lee Presents The Mighty Marvel Strength and Fitness Book

Celebrate the first 10 years of Marvel Studios movies in this collector's edition featuring all of the films from Iron Man to
Captain Marvel! Includes interviews with Robert Downey Jr., Chris Evans, Scarlett Johansson, Chadwick Boseman, Chris
Hemsworth, Chris Pratt and more, plus Marvel Studios President Kevin Feige and Co-President Louis D'Esposito.
Features stunning photography and in-depth sections on each film, including a guide to each movie's Easter Eggs and
end-credits scenes.
The blind superhero known as "the man without fear" reminisces about how he started battling crime to avenge his
father's murder, and about his doomed love for Karen Page, the secretary of his alter-ego, lawyer Matt Murdock.
With step-by-step instructions, drawings to complete, and space to experiment, How to Draw Comics is for anyone
interested in creating your own cartoon, graphic novel, or manga. Ilya helps you develop your own style as you learn
about the principles and practice the techniques involved. Fun and interactive, with captions, speech balloons, and sound
effects bursting out of every page, the book looks just like a comic book, but with the widest variety of styles imaginable.
Ilya covers the basics of drawing faces, figures, and motion; using color; comic timing; creating cliffhangers and
suspense; and how to create action in the blank space between panels̶and therefore in the reader's mind. Perfect for
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comics enthusiasts and artists from ages 8 to 80, How to Draw Comics is the ultimate guide to cultivating your talent and
mastering the art.
Wade Wilson puts the social into antisocial in this collection cram-packed with more Deadpools than should be legal!
Headpool - the Merc with Only a Mouth - makes his debut in the Zombieverse, then inspires the ultimate headhunt as
he's targeted by A.I.M., Hydra - and Deadpool himself! Soon, they'll join their multi-dimensional counterparts - Lady
Deadpool, Kidpool and Dogpool - on an intergalactic suicide mission! Are the Deadpool Corps the galaxy's most
magnificent mercenaries? Then, it's truly troubling team-up time as Wade hacks, slacks and wisecracks across the
Marvel Universe - alongside Hercules, Ghost Rider, Captain Britain, Satana, Gorilla Man, Thor, Iron Fist, a vampire cow
(yup), Galactus and more! COLLECTING: MARVEL ZOMBIES 4 1-4, DEADPOOL: MERC WITH A MOUTH 1-13, LADY
DEADPOOL 1, PRELUDE TO DEADPOOL CORPS 1-5, DEADPOOL CORPS 1-12, DEADPOOL FAMILY 1,
DEADPOOL TEAM-UP 899-883, MATERIAL FROM MARVEL ZOMBIES 3 1
The Perils of Prague
Simulacron-3
Happy Little Accidents
Pinball Adventures Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: Legacy Vol. 4
Weapon X Unbound
Collecting You Are Deadpool #1-5. Do you ever want to be Deadpool?! Of course you do! Well, nows
your chance  in this amazing role-playing romp! YOU decide what choices Deadpool makes! YOU
keep track of your scores as the story unfolds! YOU roll dice to combat various foes  and were
watching, so no cheating!Determine your own destiny as you travel through Marvel history as
Deadpool himself meeting the Hulk in the swinging 60s! Smelling Man-Thing in the swampy 70s!
Looking up Daredevil in the hard-boiled 80s! And more! Just be sure to avoid the many bad endings
you could fall into or suffer the consequences!
Collecting Deadpool: Assassin #1-6. Cullen Bunn, master of the Deadpool limited series, joins comics
legend Mark Bagley to set the sassin assassin against his own kind! The Assassins Guild, that is!
Theyre gunning for Deadpool and anybody he cares about, and Wades healing factor is about to be
put to the ultimate test by the knife-wielding speedster called Harvester! And even if Deadpool is
lucky enough to survive that encounter, the nefarious neer-do-wells lining up to take their shot will
make that showdown look like a walk in the park! But the Guild picked the wrong Merc to mess with.
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And soon Deadpool and his pals will take the fight to the assassins and hit them where they live 
literally! But in an all-out assault on the Assassins Guilds HQ, not everybody will make it out in one
piece!
The end of an era! Nearly 140 years after Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, the galaxy is struggling
to maintain a newfound peace. Ania Solo is trying to eke out a meager living by salvaging debris from
the recently ended war -- but when she stumbles upon a damaged communications droid and a stray
lightsaber, she and her friends find themselves in deep trouble! Wanted by both the local authorities
and a very determined Imperial Knight, Ania will soon learn that the lightsaber is at the center of a
deadly plot -- one that leads straight back to the villainous Sith! And, at the very end of the Star Wars
Legends timeline, discover the final fate of C-3PO! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Legacy (2013) 1-18;
material from Star Wars Tales (1999) 19, Star Wars Visionaries (2005) 1
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